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A WELL

We have a wellness standard happening
all over the world and it’s something we
can all hold on to for today and our future,
says Deborah Mangum-Copelli.

t’s easier now than ever to create and
maintain a healthy regime and lifestyle for
ourselves, our staff and for our clients.
As salon and spa owners and operators,
therapists and suppliers, we are in a premier
position to educate and influence ourselves
and our clients toward a well balanced
life, increasing awareness and enhancing
overall wellbeing.
As we know, by personally attaining and
promoting a positive attitude toward a healthy, happy
future of fulfilment and longevity, we become leaders
in the wellness arena. By becoming advocates of this
wellness paradigm, step by step we are helping to
create a well universe where the level of consciousness
and mindful participation is heightened.
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Interestingly, the medical concept of wellness
— as opposed to illness — was first championed
by Dr John Travis back in the 1970s.
Dr Travis studied preventive medicine at Johns
Hopkins University Medical School in Baltimore,
Maryland, and opened his first Wellness Resource
Centre in Mill Valley, California, in 1975.
He developed an innovative program for
personal lifestyle change that focused on selfresponsibility, engaging the person as a whole
body, mind, emotions and spirit.
He became well known in his field for the
Illness-Wellness Continuum. Essentially, Dr Travis
explored the processes involved in creating well
people who are moving from neutral to well,
or from unwell to neutral and then neutral to even
higher levels of super-well.
He likened it to an iceberg where the top of the
ice is the only part you visibly see of the deeper
and wider whole mass of ice below.
It’s an easy analogy to get your head around
with your state of health at the top, your lifestyle
and behaviour next, your psychological and
motivational level below that, and then your
spiritual self and life-meaning realm at the deepest
and widest beneath.It takes little or no effort
now to upgrade our level of awareness and offer
our clients well-meaning choices through our retail
product selections and our salon and spa menus.
As well as our standard salon ranges, we can
easily offer alternative natural, aromatherapy based
and organic products too, as market availability and
demand have increased dramatically over the past
few years.
We can also run special events: evening seminars,
morning or afternoon talks with guest speakers and
specialists in the health and wellness industry.
As it’s truly a revolution of global wellness, clients
will welcome the opportunity to learn more about
how they can take control of their own personal
wellbeing and those of their children and families.
And what a great way to add value to your spa
or salon by offering thoughtful, insightful and well
educated experts to speak and share their knowledge
with your clients.
You could even run a two-week Wellness
Warriors Workshop, where your selected specialists
could offer your clients add-on consultations for
the opportunity to present their practice which
could then be booked at your location or that of
the specialist.
I first heard of the Wellness Warrior concept at
an international spa conference, ISPA, in the US
several years ago.
Deborah Szekely, presently 93 years young,
championed the title for her campaign on
Washington to get more momentum from the US
Government to take charge of creating a “well”
America. Still the owner and operator of Rancho

La Puerta, the spa and wellness retreat opened in the 1940s, Deborah lives
and breathes at this 300-acre organic farm retreat and property in north-west
Mexico designed for health and fitness of the body, mind and soul.
If a spa operator at the age of 93 can still make a contribution to her
longevity and those of her clients, then anyone can.
The possibilities for offering complimentary services integrated into your
salon, spa, or wellness retreat are there for your choice, as the number of
professionals in this arena has grown exponentially.
For a start, a great guide to Australia’s mind, body and wellness professionals
can be found on the Natural Therapies Pages Directory, and here’s the website:
www.naturaltherapypages.com.au
You may be wondering “what does this have to do with me and my little spa
or salon?” But it has a lot to do with your enthusiasm to make a contribution to
the world wellness model.
One way to do this is little by little raising awareness and offering clients an
opportunity to embrace a healthy, fit, mindful way to move forward in their lives.
It’s a phenomenon happening all over the planet; in fact in November in
Mexico City the annual Global Wellness Summit (GWS) will feature Dr Deepak
Chopra as its keynote speaker.
Dr Chopra has written more than 80 books on various mind-body subjects
and has been hailed “the pioneer of alternative medicine”. TIME magazine
named him as “one of the top 100 heroes and icons of the century”.
He is a visionary leader of the wellness phenomenon, founded the Chopra
Foundation and tirelessly works toward world humanitarian efforts.
You can learn more about GSW at www.globalwellnesssummit.com.
As far afield as Turkey, a young vibrant creative director of hotel management,
Belgin Aksoy, has come up with a great idea to combat depression and
unhappiness by promoting the importance of living well.
She fitly named it Global Wellness Day and it happened on Saturday,
June 13. It included seven easy little lifestyle changes for that day, such as
going to bed by 10pm, drinking more water, walking for one hour, not using
plastic bottles, eating organically and shopping locally, doing a good deed
and eating a family dinner.
Looks like a fairly normal day to me, but for some it’s a real change.
Raising awareness is the key out-take and introducing people to a lifestyle
they might otherwise not have thought about. Just because we’re in the spa
and salon businesses and very accustomed to the concept of healthy lifestyles
and a balanced body, mind and soul, we’re not immune to the occasional
lapse in judgement ourselves; eg. a chocolate obsession or big night out, or
feeling overwhelmed by our businesses and personal lives.
The wellness concept and campaign starts with us, and our desire to make
mindful choices that create and sustain health and wellness.
In a recent study this April, conducted by BUPA private health insurer in
the UK, it sited that less than 20 percent of those surveyed in Britain felt very
happy or healthy and 15 percent lacked the inspiration to do anything about it.
Not surprisingly, the main factors noted were stress, lack of sleep and
financial pressures.
We Aussies might have similar responses to stress, sleeplessness and
money issues but we’d be well ahead of the game, at least in the major cities,
on awareness of healthy lifestyles. Other surveys conducted here at home
have indicated that a fit body and mind are a priority for many Australian
urbanites.
In fact, a local study done in conjunction with Medibank Health and Price
Waterhouse Coopers focused on Workplace Wellness in Australia, with “a call
to action, making wellness business as usual”.
The study indicates that after arthritis, depression is the second largest
factor of chronic disease for working Australians from the ages of 25 to 64.
And it goes on to say that it’s largely due to lack of exercise, poor diet and
excessive alcohol consumption.
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With government initiatives and private enterprise working
collaboratively, many of these positive projected outcomes
are being more recognised and are successfully ongoing in
companies nationwide.
Sick and stressed out employees are not a good look, and
it costs your business bundles, so let’s get on the bandwagon
and provide incentives for our employees to seek out their
good health as well.
As a spa or salon owner, for instance, are you offering
your staff opportunities to experience your treatments either
as training models or trade test recipients? Are you gifting
them with your gift vouchers at Christmas? It’s a great way
to reward your employees and personally familiarise them
with your menu while creating camaraderie and a well way
forward together.
Another corporate wellness incentive program, introduced
by AIA Australia in 2014, is called Vitality. It’s a very
compelling white paper addressing the rise in insurance claims
due to lifestyle-related illnesses such as obesity and chronic
disease, accounting for death and disability in this country.
These are preventable health challenges, which affect all
businesses, including the salon and spa industry. Happy and
healthy employees are productive employees.
Even though the Global Financial Crisis has put increasing
demands on employers, with employees working longer hours
and doing multiple tasks, studies have shown that most are
willing to put in the extra time and effort if they are rewarded
and recognised regularly by their peers and bosses.
How many corporate gift vouchers are you selling in your
salon or spa? It’s just another way you can assist companies
in their quest to find healthy alternatives for corporate
rewards; a perfect way for an employer to thank their staff
for jobs well done.
There are many marketing opportunities for your salon
or spa to increase the health and wellbeing of your corporate
clients through your website, direct mail, Facebook, Twitter
and to your database.
And you could partner with another complementary
company to promote special workplace de-stress evenings;
say on a quiet Monday or Tuesday.
Many HR managers of the top major corporations in the
cities across Australia would welcome the opportunity to
offer a healthy incentive to their sales teams, operations or
management staff as well as other employees.
A well-written email and a few scripted phone calls later
and you will fill your slower evenings with very appreciative
recipients of your de-stress packages.
In so doing you are making a contribution to the
“wellness” of that company’s culture and educating them to
healthy alternatives through body, mind and soul integration.
Each happy client you convert will promote your business
to their friends and family, and help you complete the
wellness circle. n
Deborah Mangum-Copelli, BA, MA, DipPsychClinHyp,
PracNLP, is managing director of Mind Wellness Pty Ltd,
a psychotherapy, NLP, guided meditation and hypnotherapy
company. Deborah’s experience spans hotel, resort and day
spa consultancy projects in Asia Pacific, the US and Europe.
copelli@bigpond.com

